The problem of bu er management in database management systems is concerned with the e cient main memory allocation and management for answering database queries. Previous works on bu er allocation are based either exclusively on the availability of bu ers at runtime or on the access patterns of queries. In this paper, we rst propose a uni ed approach for bu er allocation in which both of these considerations are taken into account. Our approach is based on the notion of marginal gains which specify the expected reduction in page faults by allocating extra bu ers to a query. Then, we extend this approach to support adaptable bu er allocation. An adaptable bu er allocation algorithm automatically optimizes itself for the speci c query workload. To achieve this adaptability, we propose using run-time information, such as the load of the system, in bu er allocation decisions. Our approach is to use a simple queueing model to predict whether a bu er allocation will improve the performance of the system. Thus, this paper provides a more theoretical basis for bu er allocation. Simulation results show that our methods based on marginal gains and our predictive methods consistently outperform existing allocation strategies. In addition, the predictive methods have the added advantage of adjusting their allocation to changing workloads.
Introduction
In relational database management systems, the bu er manager is responsible for all the operations on bu ers, including load control. That is, when bu ers become available, the manager needs to decide whether to activate a query from the waiting queue and how many bu ers to allocate to that query. Figure 1 outlines the major components involved in this issue of bu er allocation. The bu er pool area is a common resource and all queries { queries currently running and queries in the waiting queue { compete for the bu ers. Like in any competitive environment, the principle of supply and demand, as well as protection against starvation and unfairness must be employed. Hence, in principle, the number of bu ers assigned to a query should be determined based on the following factors:
1. the demand factor { the space requirement of the query as determined by the access pattern of the query (shown as path (1) in Figure 1 ), 2. the bu er availability factor { the number of available bu ers at runtime (shown as path (2) in Figure 1 ), and 3. the dynamic load factor { the characteristics of the queries currently in the system (shown as path (3) in Figure 1 ).
Based on these factors, previous proposals on bu er allocation can be classi ed into the following groups, as summarized in Table 1 . Allocation algorithms in the rst group consider only the bu er availability factor. They include variations of First-In-First-Out (FIFO), Random, Least-Recently-Used (LRU), Clock, and Working- Set 6, 10, 15] . However, as they focus on adapting memory management techniques used in operating systems to database systems, they fail to take advantage of the speci c access patterns exhibited by relational database queries, and their performance is not satisfactory 3] .
Allocation strategies in the second group consider exclusively the demand factor, or more specifically the access patterns of queries. They include the proposal by Kaplan 8] on the implementation of INGRES 16] , the Hot-Set model designed by Sacca and Schkolnick 13, 14] , and the strategy used by Cornell and Yu 5] in the integration of bu er management with query optimization. This approach of bu er allocation is culminated in the work of Chou Table 1 : Classi cation of Bu er Allocation Algorithms notion of a locality set of a query, i.e. the number of bu ers needed by a query without causing many page faults. They propose the DBMIN algorithm that makes allocation equal to the size of the locality set. DBMIN also allows di erent local replacement policies. Simulation results in 2, 3] show that DBMIN outperforms the Hot-Set strategy and the algorithms referred to in the rst group. While the strength of DBMIN and other algorithms referred to in the second group lies in their consideration of the access patterns of queries, their weakness arises from their oblivion of runtime conditions, such as the availability of bu ers. This imposes heavy penalties on the performance of the whole system. This de ciency leads us to study and propose a uni ed approach in bu er allocation which simultaneously takes into account the access patterns of queries and the availability of bu ers at runtime. The objective is to provide the best possible use of bu ers so as to maximize the number of page hits. The basis of this approach is the notion of marginal gains which specify the expected number of page hits that would be obtained in allocating extra bu ers to a query. As we shall see later, simulation results show that allocation algorithms based on marginal gains gives better performance than DBMIN.
However, one characteristic common to all the above algorithms is that they are static in nature, and cannot adapt to changes in system loads and the mix of queries using the system. To rectify the situation, in the second half of this paper, we propose a new family of bu er management techniques that are adaptable to the workload of the system. The basic idea of our approach is to use predictors to predict the e ect a bu er allocation decision will have on the performance of the system. These predictions are based not only on the availability of bu ers at runtime and the characteristics of the particular query, but also on the dynamic workload of the system. Two predictors are considered in this paper: throughput and e ective disk utilization. Simulation results show that bu er allocation algorithms based on these two predictors perform better than existing ones.
In Section 2 we present mathematical models and derive formulas for computing the expected number of page faults for di erent types of database references. Then we introduce in Section 3 the notion of marginal gains, and present exible bu er allocation algorithms based on marginal gains. In Section 4 we introduce the predictors and present the policies for adaptable allocation algorithms. Finally, we present in Section 5 simulation results that compare the performance of our algorithms with DBMIN.
Mathematical Models for Relational Database References
In this section we rst review the taxonomy proposed by Chou and DeWitt 2, 3] for classifying reference patterns exhibited by relational database queries. We analyze in detail the major types of references, and present mathematical models and formulas calculating the expected number of page faults using a given number of bu ers. These models help to provide formulas for computing marginal gains and predictive estimates in Sections 3 and 4.
Types of Reference Patterns
In 2, 3] Chou and DeWitt show how page references of relational database queries can be decomposed into sequences of simple and regular access patterns. Here we focus on three major types of references: random, sequential and looping. A random reference consists of a sequence of random page accesses. A selection using a non-clustered index is one example. The following de nitions formalize this type of references.
De nition 1 A reference Ref of length k to a relation is a sequence < P 1 ; P 2 ; : : :; P k > of pages of the relation to be read in the given order.
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De nition 2 A random reference R k;N of length k to a relation of size N is a reference < P 1 ; : : :; P k > such that for all 1 i; j k, P i is uniformly distributed over the set of all pages of the accessed relation, and P i is independent of P j for i 6 = j. 2
In a sequential reference, such as in a selection using a clustered index, pages are referenced and processed one after another without repetition.
De nition 3 A sequential reference S k;N of length k to a relation of size N is a reference < P 1 ; : : :; P k > such that for all 1 i; j k N, P i 6 = P j .
2
When a sequential reference is performed repeatedly, such as in a nested loop join, the reference is called a looping reference.
De nition 4 A looping reference L k;t of length k is a reference < P 1 ; : : :P k > such that for some t < k, i) P i 6 = P j , for all 1 i; j t, and ii) P i+t = P i , for 1 i k ? t. The subsequence < P 1 ; : : :; P t > is called the loop, and t is called the length of the loop. 2
In the following, for these three types of references, we give formulas for computing the expected number of page faults using a given number of bu ers s. Throughout this section, we use P(f; k; s; N) to denote the probability that there are f faults in k accesses to a relation of size N using s bu ers, where s 1 and 0 f k. Thus for a random reference, the expected number of page faults is given by:
f P(f; k; s; N) (1) To model a random reference, we set up a Markov chain in the following way. A state in the Markov chain is of the form f; k] indicating that there are f faults in k accesses for f k. In setting up the transitions from states to states, there are two cases to deal with. In the rst case, the number f of faults does not exceed the number s of allocated bu ers. Thus, there must be f distinct pages kept in the bu ers after f faults. Now consider a state f; k] in the chain. There are two possibilities to have f faults in k accesses. If the last access does not cause a page fault, that is with a probability f=N, then there must be f faults in (k ? 1) accesses. In other words, there is an arc from state f; k ? 1] to state f; k] with a transition probability of f=N. The other arc to state f; k] is from state f ? 1; k ? 1] with a transition probability of (N ? f + 1)=N. This corresponds to the case when there are (f ?1) faults in (k ?1) accesses, and the last page accessed is not one of the (f ? 1) pages being kept in the bu ers. Hence, the case for f s is summarized by the following recurrence equation: P(f; k; s; N) = f=N P(f; k ? 1; s; N) + (N ? f + 1)=N P(f ? 1; k ? 1; s; N); f s (2) In the second case, the number f of faults exceeds the number s of allocated bu ers. Local replacement must have taken place, and there are always s pages kept in the bu ers. Note however that since the reference is random, the choice of local replacement policies is irrelevant. The analysis for the case when f > s is almost identical to the case when f s except that the transition probabilities must be changed to the following: s=N for accessing a page already in the bu ers, and (N ? s)=N otherwise. Hence, the situation for f > s is summarized by the following recurrence equation: P(f; k; s; N) = s=N P(f; k ? 1; s; N) + (N ? s)=N P(f ? 1; k ? 1; s; N); f > s (3) In addition to the recurrence Equations 2 and 3, the base case is P(0; 0; s; N) = 1 for all s 1 18] , which assumes no replacement. All these formulas make the uniformity assumption; its e ects are discussed in 4]. The second row corresponds to the case when local replacement has occurred. Then, s faults have been generated to ll the s bu ers (which take k 0 page accesses on the average); for the remaining (k ? k 0 ) requests, the chance of nding the page in the bu er pool is s=N.
Sequential References
Recall from De nition 3 that each page in a sequential reference S k;N is accessed only once. Thus, the probability of a page being re-referenced is 0. Hence, a sequential reference can be viewed as a degenerate random reference, and the following formula is obvious:
Ef(S k;N ; s) = k (5) 
Looping References
Recall from condition (i) of De nition 4 that within a loop, a looping reference L k;t is strictly sequential. Thus, based on Equation 5, t page faults are generated in the rst iteration of the loop. Then there are two cases. Firstly, if the number s of allocated bu ers is not less than the length t of the loop, all pages in the loop are retained in bu ers, and no more page faults are generated in the remainder of the reference. The choice of a local replacement policy is irrelevant in this case.
In the second case, if the number s of allocated bu ers is less than the length t of the loop, the local replacement policy plays a major role in determining the number of page faults generated by a looping reference. Among all local replacement policies, it is not di cult to see that for a looping reference L k;t , MRU replacement requires the fewest number of faults. The key observation is that for a looping reference, MRU is identical to the policy which looks ahead and keeps the pages that will be used in the most immediate future (cf. the table in the example below). Then a well-known result by Mattson et al 11] for optimal page replacement in operating systems can be applied to show the optimality of MRU. Thus, in this paper we only present the analysis for MRU, which is best explained by an example. The rst row of the table indicates the numbers of page accesses. The second row shows the order the pages are accessed for ve iterations of the loop. If a page hit occurs, the access is marked with an asterisk. The last three rows of the table indicate the pages kept in the bu ers after that page access, with the page most frequently used in the top row.
This example demonstrates a few important properties of MRU. First note that there are ve \mini-cycles" of length four which may not align with the iterations of the loop. They are separated by vertical lines in the table above. These mini-cycles also follow a cyclic pattern, namely the twenty-sixth access of the table will be exactly the same as the sixth access, and so on. Furthermore, within each mini-cycle, there are two \resident" pages { those that are not swapped out in that mini-cycle. For instance, for the rst mini-cycle, the resident pages are a and e. Note that these resident pages are the pages that begin the next mini-cycle, avoiding page faults for those accesses; this property is exactly the reason why MRU is optimal.
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In general, given a loop of length t, the mini-cycles are of length (t ? 1). In other words, in (t ? 1) Ef(L k;t ; s) = t + (t ? s) t (k=t ? 1)=(t ? 1); s t (6) 3 Marginal Gains and Flexible Allocation Methods: MG-x-y
In this section we rst review DBMIN. Then we introduce the notion of marginal gains. Finally, we propose exible bu er allocation algorithms MG-x-y that are designed to maximize total marginal gains and utilization of bu ers.
Generic Load Control and DBMIN
In order to classify and study various allocation methods, we break down the problem of load control into two. That is, during load control, a bu er manager determines whether a waiting reference can be activated, and decides how many bu ers to allocate to this reference. Throughout this paper, we use the term admission policy to refer to the rst decision and the term allocation policy to refer to the second one. Once the admission and allocation policies are chosen, a bu er allocation algorithm adopting the First-Come-First-Serve policy can be outlined as follows.
Algorithm 1 (Generic) Whenever bu ers are released by a newly completed query, or whenever a query enters in an empty queue, perform the following:
1. Use the given admission policy to determine whether the query Q at the head of the waiting queue can be activated.
2. If this is feasible, use the allocation policy to decide the number s of bu ers that Q should have. Notice that only Q can write on these bu ers which are returned to the bu er pool after the termination of Q. Then activate Q and go back to step 1.
3. Otherwise, halt and all queries must wait for more bu ers to be released.
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Note that for all the allocation algorithms considered in this paper, DBMIN and our proposed methods alike, if a query consists of more than one reference, it is given a number of bu ers that is equal to the sum of bu ers allocated to each relation accessed by the query. The allocation to each relation is determined by the reference pattern as described in the previous section, and each relation uses its own allocated bu ers throughout. See 2] for a more detailed discussion. In ongoing work, we study how to allocate bu ers on a per query basis. Before we describe DBMIN using the general framework outlined in Algorithm 1, let us de ne a few symbols that are used throughout the rest of this paper. We use the term A to denote the number of available bu ers, and the terms s min and s max to denote respectively the minimum and maximum numbers of bu ers that a bu er allocation algorithm is willing to assign to a reference.
For DBMIN, the admission policy is simply to activate a query whenever the speci ed number of bu ers are available, that is s min A. As for the allocation policy, it depends on the type of the reference. For a looping reference, the locality set size is the total number of pages of the loop 2, pp. 52]. Since DBMIN requires the entire locality set be allocated 2, pp. 50], i.e. s min = s max = t, where t is the length of the loop 1 . As for a random reference, it is proposed in 2, 3] that a random reference may be allocated 1 or b yao bu ers where b yao is the Yao estimate on the average number of pages referenced in a series of random record accesses 18]. In practice, the Yao estimates are usually too high for allocation. For example, for a blocking factor of 5, the Yao estimate of accessing 100 records of a 1000-record relation is 82 pages. Thus, DBMIN almost always allocates 1 bu er to a random reference, i.e. s min = s max = 1. As a preview, some of our algorithms may also make use of the Yao estimate. But a very important di erence is that unlike DBMIN which allocates either 1 or 82 bu ers in this example, our algorithms may allocate any bu er within the range 1 and 82, depending on conditions such as bu er availability and dynamic workload. Finally, for a sequential reference, DBMIN speci es s min = s max = 1.
Note that while DBMIN improves on traditional algorithms like Working-Set, LRU, etc., it is not exible enough to make full use of available bu ers. This in exibility is illustrated by the fact that the range s min ; s max ] degenerates to a point. In other words, DBMIN does not allow sub-optimal allocations to looping references, and not allow random references the luxury of being allocated many bu ers even when those bu ers are available. These problems lead us to the development of the notion of marginal gains and exible bu er allocation algorithms MG-x-y to be discussed next.
Marginal Gains
The concepts of marginal gain and marginal utility have been widely used in ecomonics theory since the 18th century 9]. Here we apply the approach to database bu er allocation. simultaneously. In essence, the marginal gain values specify quantitatively how e ciently a reference uses its bu ers. Moreover, this quanti cation is at a granularity level ner than the locality set sizes used in DBMIN. Thus, while DBMIN can only allocate on a per locality-set-size basis, allocation algorithms based on marginal gains can be more exible and allocate on a per bu er basis. Below we analyze how the marginal gain values for di erent types of references vary with the number of bu ers. This analysis is crucial in designing the exible algorithms to be presented.
For a looping reference L k;t , Equation 6 dictates that for any allocation s < t, extra page hits would be obtained by allocating more and more bu ers to the reference, until the loop can be fully accommodated in the bu ers. The allocation s = t is the optimal allocation that generates the fewest page faults. Furthermore, any allocation s > t is certainly wasteful, as the extra bu ers are not used. The graph for looping references in Figure 2 Finally, as shown in Equation 5 , the marginal gain values of sequential references are always zero, indicating that there is no bene t to allocate more than one bu er to such references (cf. Figure 2 ).
MG-x-y
As we have shown above, the marginal gain values of a reference quantify the bene ts of allocating extra bu ers to the reference. Thus, in a system where queries compete for a xed number of bu ers, the marginal gain values provide a basis for a bu er manager to decide which queries should get more bu ers than others. Ideally, given N free bu ers, the best allocation is the one that does not exceed N and that maximizes the total marginal gain values of queries in the waiting queue. However, such an optimization will be too expensive and complicated for bu er allocation purposes. Furthermore, to ensure fairness, we favor bu er allocation on a First-Come-First-Serve basis. In the following we present a class MG-x-y of allocation algorithms that achieve high marginal gain values, maximizes bu er utilization, and are fair and easy to compute. It follows the generic framework outlined in Algorithm 1. Like DBMIN, the allocation policy of MG-x-y presented below allocates on a per reference basis.
Allocation Policy 1 (MG-x-y) Let R be the reference at the head of the waiting queue, and A > 0 be the number of available bu ers. Moreover, let x and y be the parameters of MG-x-y to be explained in detail shortly.
Case 1: R is a looping reference L k;t .
1. If the number A of available bu ers exceeds the length t of the loop (i.e. A > t), allocate t bu ers to the reference.
2. Otherwise, if the number of available bu ers is too low (i.e. A < (x% t)), allocate no bu ers to this reference.
3. Otherwise (i.e. A (x% t)), give all A bu ers to the reference R.
Case 2: R is a random reference R k;N .
1. As long as the marginal gain values of R are positive, allocate to R as many bu ers as possible, but not exceeding the number A of available bu ers and y (i.e. allocation minimum (A; y)).
Case 3: R is a sequential reference S k;N .
1. Allocate 1 bu er.
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MG-x-y has two parameters, x and y. The x parameter is used to determine allocations for looping references. As described in Case 1 above, MG-x-y rst checks to see if the number of available bu ers exceeds the length of the loop of the looping reference. Recall from the previous section and Figure 2 that the allocation which accommodates the whole loop minimizes page faults and corresponds to the highest total marginal gain values of the reference. Thus, if there are enough bu ers, then like DBMIN, MG-x-y gives the optimal allocation. However, if there are not enough bu ers, MG-x-y checks to determine whether a sub-optimal allocation is bene cial, via the use of parameter x.
In general, the response time of a query has two components: the waiting time and the processing time, where the former is the time from the arrival of the query to the time the query is activated, and the latter is the time from activation to completion. The processing time is minimized with the optimal allocation. But to obtain the optimal allocation, the waiting time may become too long. On the other hand, while a sub-optimal allocation may result in longer processing time, it may at the end give a response time shorter than the optimal allocation, if the reduction in waiting time more than o sets the increase in processing time. Hence, in trying to achieve this ne balance between waiting time and processing time, MG-x-y uses the heuristic that a sub-optimal allocation is only allowed if the total marginal gain values of that allocation is not too \far" away from the optimal. This requirement translates to the condition shown in Case 1 that a sub-optimal allocation must be at least x% of the optimal one.
In constrast to DBMIN, MG-x-y may allocate extra bu ers to a random reference, as long as those extra bu ers are justi ed by the marginal gain values of the reference. However, there is a pitfall simply considering only the marginal gain values of the random reference. As an example, suppose a random reference is followed by a looping reference in the waiting queue. In situations where bu ers are scarce, giving one more bu er to the random reference implies that there is one fewer bu er to give to the looping reference. But since the marginal gain values of a looping reference are usually higher than those of a random reference, it is desirable to save the bu er from Table 3 : Characteristics of Bu er Allocation Algorithms the random reference and to allocate the bu er to the looping reference instead. Since MG-x-y operates on a First-Come-First-Serve basis, MG-x-y uses the heuristic of imposing a maximum on the number of bu ers allocated to a random reference. This is the purpose of the y parameter in MG-x-y. The rst two rows of Table 3 summarize the similarities and di erences between DBMIN and MG-x-y. Recall from the previous section that s min and s max denote respectively the minimum and maximum numbers of bu ers that a bu er allocation algorithm is willing to assign to a reference.
In fact, it is easy to see that MG-x-y generalizes DBMIN in that MG-100-1 (i.e. x=100%, y=1) is the same as DBMIN. As we shall see in Section 6, as we allow more exible values for x and y than DBMIN, MG-x-y performs considerably better.
Note that to obtain the best performance, the x and y parameters need to be determined according to the mix of queries to use the system. This may involve experimenting with di erent combinations of values of x and y 2 . Clearly, this kind of experimentation is expensive. Moreover, these optimal values are vulnerable to changes in the mix of queries. Thus, in the next section, we explore further the idea of exible bu er allocation, and we develop adaptable allocation algorithms that dynamically choose the s min and s max values using run-time information. The basis of our approach is to use a queueing model to give predictions about the performance of the system, and to make the s min and s max parameters vary according to the state of the queueing model. In the next section, we describe the proposed queueing model, as well as the ways the model can be used to perform bu er allocation in a fair (FCFS), robust and adaptable way. In this paper we consider two performance measures or predictors: throughput TP and e ective disk utilization EDU. Before we analyze the above predictors and discuss the motivation behind our choices, we outline a queueing model that forms the basis of these predictors. At the end of this section, we discuss how these predictors can be incorporated with various allocation policies to give di erent adaptable bu er allocation algorithms. In section 6 we present simulation results comparing the performance of these adaptable algorithms with MG-x-y and DBMIN.
Queueing Model
We assume a closed queueing system with two servers: one CPU and one disk. Figure 3 shows the system, and Table 4 It involves an n-class model with each job being in a class of its own. But while it gives accurate performance measures such as throughput and utilizations, this solution is expensive to compute, since it requires exponential time on the number of classes. As ease of computation is essential in load control, we approximate it with a single-class model. We assume that all the jobs come from one class, with the overall CPU load T C and the overall disk load T D being the averages of the respective loads of the individual references. T C and T D may be the harmonic or geometric means depending on the predictors to be introduced in the following. Before we proceed to propose two performance predictors for allocation, note that in this paper, we focus on a single-disk system, mainly to show the e ectiveness of the proposed bu er allocation schemes. A multiple disk system would introduce the issue of data placement; once this has been decided, we could extend our queueing model to have multiple disks. Queueing systems with multiple servers are studied in 17].
Predictor TP
Since our ultimate performance measure is the throughput of the system, a natural predictor is to estimate the throughput directly. In general, there are two ways to try to increase the throughput of a system: increase the multiprogramming level mpl, or decrease the disk load of the jobs by allocating more bu ers to the jobs. However, these two requirements normally con ict with each other, as the total number of bu ers in a system is xed. Hence, for our rst predictor TP, we propose the following admission policy: Admission Policy 1 (TP) Activate the reference if the maximal allocation is possible; otherwise, activate only if the reference will increase the throughput.
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In the policy described above, a maximal allocation is one which assigns as many bu ers to the reference as the reference needs and as many as the number of bu ers that are available. To implement the above policy, we provide formulas to compute the throughput. The solution to the single class model is given in 17]: TP = U D =T D : (9) U D is the utilization of the disk given by: U D = n ? 1 n+1 ? 1 (10) where is the ratio of the disk load versus the CPU load = T D =T C : (11) To derive the average loads T C and T D , we use the harmonic means of the respective loads. The reason is that the equations of the queueing systems are based on the concept of \service rate" which is the inverse of the load. Thus, using the harmonic means of the loads is equivalent to using the arithmetic means of the rates, i.e. 1=T C = 1=n P n i=1 1=T C;i and 1=T D = 1=n P n i=1 1=T D;i .
Notice that the calculation of the throughput requires O (1) 
Predictor EDU
Although very intuitive, using the estimated throughput as the criterion for admission may lead to some anomalies. Consider the situation when a long sequential reference is at the head of the waiting queue, while some short, maximally allocated random references are currently running in the system. Now admitting the sequential reference may decrease the throughput, as it increases the average disk load per job. However, as the optimal allocation for the sequential reference is only one bu er, activating the sequential reference is reasonable. Exactly for this reason, Admission Policy 1 is \patched up" to admit a reference with s max bu ers, even if this admission decreases the throughput. This anomaly of the throughput as a predictor leads us to the development of our second predictor { E ective Disk Utilization (EDU). Consider the following point of view of the problem: There is a queue of jobs (i.e. references), a system with one CPU and one disk, and a bu er pool that can help decrease the page faults of the jobs. Assuming that the disk is the bottleneck (which is the case in all our experiments, and is usually the case in practice), a reasonable objective is to make the disk work as e ciently as possible. There are two sources of ine cient uses of the disk: (1) the disk is sitting idle because there are very few jobs, or (2) the disk is working on page requests that could have been avoided if enough bu ers had been given to the references causing the page faults. The following concept captures these observations. De nition 7 The e ective disk utilization EDU is the portion of time that the disk is engaged in page faults that could not be avoided even if the references are each assigned its optimal number of bu ers (in nite, or, equivalently s opt which is the maximum number of bu ers usable by a reference).
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Hence, for our second predictor EDU, we use the following admission policy:
Admission Policy 2 (EDU) Activate the reference if it will increase the e ective disk utilization. Figure 4 illustrates the concept of e ective disk utilization. The horizontal line corresponds to a 100% disk utilization; the dotted portion stands for the idle time of the disk, the dashed parts correspond to the \wasted" disk accesses and the sum of the solid parts corresponds to the e ective disk utilization. Notice that we have not yet used a single-class approximation. We only need this approximation to calculate the disk utilization U D . Using the exact n-class model 17], we nd out that the geometric averages give a better approximation to the the disk utilization. Thus, the average CPU and disk loads are given by: T C = n q Q n i=1 T C;i and T D = n q Q n i=1 T D;i . Based on these equations, the disk utilization U D can be computed according to Equations 10 and 11. Like calculating the TP predictor, the calculation of EDU requires O(1) steps, if the bu er manager keeps track of the loads T C , T D and the total \wasted" disk accesses P n i=1 w i .
Adaptable Bu er Allocation Algorithms
Thus far we have introduced two predictors: TP and EDU. We have presented the admission policies based on these predictors and provided formulas for computing these predictions. To complete the design of adaptable bu er allocation algorithms, we propose three allocation policies, which are rules to determine the number of bu ers s to allocate to a reference, once the reference has passed the admission criterion.
Allocation Policy 2 (Optimistic) Give as many bu ers as possible, i.e. s=min(A; s max ). 2 Allocation Policy 3 (Pessimistic) Allocate as few bu ers as necessary to random references (i.e. s min ), but as many as possible to sequential and looping references. 2
The optimistic policy tends to give allocations as close to optimal as possible. However, it may allocate too many bu ers to random references, even though these extra bu ers may otherwise be useful for other references in the waiting queue. The pessimistic policy is thus designed to deal with this problem. But a weakness of this policy is that it unfairly penalizes random references. In particular, if there are abundant bu ers available, there is no reason to let the bu ers sit idle and not to allocate these bu ers to the random references.
Allocation Policy 4 (2-Pass) Assign tentatively bu ers to the rst m references in the waiting queue, following the pessimistic policy. Eventually, either the end of the waiting queue is reached, or the m+1 -th reference in the waiting queue cannot be admitted. Then perform a second pass and distribute the remaining bu ers equally to the random references that have been admitted during the rst pass.
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In essence, when the 2-Pass policy makes allocation decisions, not only does it consider the reference at the head of the waiting queue, but it also takes into account as many references as possible in the rest of the queue. Table 6 : Details of Relations Follwing the generic framework described in Algorithm 1, the three allocation policies can be used in conjunction with both TP and EDU, giving rise to six potential adaptable bu er allocation algorithms. As a naming convention, each algorithm is denoted by the pair \predictor-allocation" where \predictor" is either TP or EDU, and \allocation" is one of: o, p, 2, representing optimistic, pessimistic and 2-Pass allocation policies respectively. For instance, EDU-o stands for the algorithm adopting the EDU admission policy and the optimistic allocation policy.
Simulation Results
In this section we present simulation results on the performance of MG-x-y and the adaptable methods in a multiuser environment. As Chou and DeWitt have shown in 2, 3] that DBMIN performs better than the Hot-Set algorithm, First-In-First-Out, Clock, Least-Recently-Used and Working-Set, we only compare our algorithms with DBMIN.
Details of Simulation
In order to make direct comparison with DBMIN, we use the simulation program Chou and DeWitt used for DBMIN, and we experiment with the same types of queries. Table 5 summarizes the details of the queries that are chosen to represent varying degrees of demand on CPU, disk and memory 2, 3]. Table 6 and Table 7 show respectively the details of the relations and the query mixes we used. In the simulation, the number of concurrent queries varies from 2 to 16 or 24. Each of these concurrent queries is generated by a query source which cannot generate a new query until the last query from the same source is completed. Thus, the simulation program simulates a closed 
E ectiveness of Allocations to Looping References
The rst mix of queries consists of 70% of queries of type VI (looping references) and 10% each of queries of types I, II and IV (sequential, random and random references respectively). The purpose of this mix is to evaluate the performance of MG-x-y and adaptable algorithms in situations where there are many looping references to be executed. The x parameter of MG-x-y is set to one of the following: 100, 85, 70 and 50. The y parameter is one of 1, 6, 12 and 15. di erent number of concurrent queries using 35 bu ers. The results for MG-70-y's and MG-85-y's are similar to those for MG-50-y's, and they are omitted for brevity. The results for the pessimistic approach are typically only slightly better than those for DBMIN, and thus these performance gures are not plotted in the graphs for brevity. The major reason why the pessimistic approach gives poor performance is that the approach is being too aggressive in allowing too many queries to get into the system. Note that to obtain the throughput values, we run our simulation package repeatedly until the values stabilized. 2] discusses how the simulation package can be used to obtain results within a speci ed con dence interval. Figure 5 also includes the throughputs of the \ideal" algorithm that has in nitely many bu ers and can therefore support any number of concurrent queries requiring any number of bu ers. Furthermore, to highlight the increase or decrease relative to DBMIN, the values are normalized by the values of DBMIN, e ectively showing the ratio in throughput.
Let us focus our attention on the MG-x-y algorithms rst. All four MG-50-y algorithms show considerable improvement when compared with DBMIN. In particular, since the allocations for random and sequential references are the same for both MG-50-1 and MG-100-1 (i.e. DBMIN), the improvement exhibited by MG-50-1 relative to MG-100-1 is due solely to the e ectiveness of allocating bu ers sub-optimally to looping references, whenever necessary. As the y value increases from 1 to 15, the throughput increases gradually until y becomes 15. The increase in throughput can be attributed to the fact that the random queries are bene ted by the allocation of more bu ers.
But when too many bu ers (e.g. y = 15) are allocated to a random query, some of the bu ers are not used e ciently. Thus, the throughput of MG-50-15 is lower than that of MG-50-12. Finally, the adaptable algorithms TP-o, EDU-o and EDU-2 perform comparably to the best MG-x-y scheme which is MG-50-12 in this case.
Note that to a certain extent, the algorithm MG-100-12 represents the algorithm that allocates Thus far, we have seen how the performance of MG-x-y varies with di erent values of x and y. Figure 7 shows how the relative throughput varies with the number of total bu ers used in running this mix of queries with 8 concurrent queries. The graphs for other multiprogramming levels exihibit similar patterns. Figure 7 shows the situations when sub-optimal allocations are allowed by MG-50-12, MG-70-12 and MG-85-12. For instance, when the number of total bu ers becomes 30, MG-50-12 allows sub-optimal allocations to looping references, and the throughput of the system increases signi cantly when compared with other algorithms. As the total number of bu ers increases, MG-70-12 and MG-85-12 follow MG-50-12 and perform better than DBMIN. This discrepancy can be explained by considering a looping reference at the head of the waiting queue. Because DBMIN insists on giving the optimal allocation to this reference (18 in this case), this reference is blocking other queries from using the bu ers. Now when this reference nally manages to get the optimal number of bu ers (i.e. when the total number of bu ers becomes 36), DBMIN performs not too much worse than the others. In this case, the di erence in throughput is due to the e ective allocations to random references by the MG-x-12 algorithms. If the graph extends to higher numbers of total bu ers, we expect that a similar pattern of divergence in throughput 
E ectiveness of Allocations to Random References
The second mix of queries consists of 45% of queries of type II, 45% of queries of type IV (both random references), and 10% of queries of type I (sequential references). The purpose of this mix is to evaluate the e ectiveness of MG-x-y and the adaptable schemes on allocating bu ers to random references. Since there are no looping references in this mix, the x parameter of MG-x-y is irrelevant and is simply set to 100. The y parameter is one of the following: 1, 8, 13 and 15. Figure 8 shows the ratio of throughputs of DBMIN, MG-100-y's and the adaptable algorithms running with di erent number of concurrent queries using 35 bu ers. As before, the results for the pessimistic policies are not explicitly included in the gure. For this mix of queries, algorithms adopting the pessimistic policies behave exactly as DBMIN (i.e. MG-100-1) in allocating one bu er to each random reference.
Let us focus our attention on the MG-x-y algorithms rst. Compared with DBMIN (i.e. MG-100-1), all three other MG-100-y algorithms show signi cant increases in throughput. As the y value increases from 1 to 15, the throughput increases gradually until y becomes 15. The increase in throughput can be attributed to the fact that the random queries are bene ted by the allocation of more bu ers. But as explained in the previous section, when y becomes 15, some of the bu ers allocated to random queries are no longer used e ciently. Thus, the throughput of MG-100-15 drops below that of MG-100-13, and even that of MG-100-8. \ideal" algorithm. But for EDU-2, though better than DBMIN, it does not perform as well as the others. This is because every time during the rst pass of allocations (cf. Allocation Policy 4), EDU-2 has the tendency of activating many random references. As a result, the number of bu ers per random reference allocated by EDU-2 is lower than that allocated by the other algorithms, thereby causing more page faults and degrading overall performance.
E ect of Data Sharing
In the simulations carried out so far, every query can only access data in its own bu ers. However, our algorithms can support sharing of data among queries in exactly the same way as DBMIN. More speci cally, when a page is requested by a query, the algorithm rst checks to see if the page is already in the bu ers owned by the query. If not, and if data is allowed to be shared by the system, the algorithm then tries to nd the page from the bu ers where the query is allowed to share. If the page is found, the page is given to the query, without changing the original ownership of the page. See 2, 3] for more details.
To examine the e ect of data sharing on the relative performance of our algorithms relative to DBMIN, we also run simulations with varying degrees of data sharing. Figure 9 shows the relative throughputs of DBMIN, MG-50-y's and the adaptable algorithms running the rst mix of queries with 35 bu ers, when each query has read access to the bu ers of all the other queries, i.e. full data sharing.
Compared with Figure 5 for the case of no data sharing, Figure 9 indicates that data sharing favors our algorithms. For other query mixes we have used, the same behaviour occurs. In fact, this phenomenon is not surprising because sub-optimal allocations to looping references give even better results if data sharing is allowed. It is obvious that with data sharing, the higher the bu er utilization, the higher the throughput is likely to be. In other words, the in exibility of DBMIN in bu er allocation becomes even more costly than in the case of no data sharing.
Comparisons with MG-x-y { Adaptability
Among all the simulations we have shown thus far, the adaptable allocation algorithms TP-o, EDUo and EDU-2 perform comparably to the best of MG-x-y. The reason is that we have a xed mix of queries, with few types of queries, and we have selected carefully the x and y parameters that are best suited for this speci c mix. But in the simulations described below, we shall see that having one set of statically chosen values for x and y creates some problems for MG-x-y.
The rst problem of MG-x-y is due to the fact that each MG-x-y scheme has only one x and one y value for all kinds of looping and random references. Consider the situation where there are two kinds of random references: the rst one with a low Yao estimate and high selectivity, and the other one with a high Yao estimate and low selectivity. For example, consider Query Type II and V respectively. Query Type II (R 30;15 ) has a Yao estimate of 12 and a selectivity of making 30 random accesses on 15 pages. On the other hand, Query Type V (R 30;150 ) has a Yao estimate of 27 and a selectivity of making 30 random accesses on 150 pages. For a query of the rst type, it is bene cial to allocate as close to the Yao estimate as possible. But for a query of the second type, it is not worthwhile to allocate many bu ers to the query. Thus, for any MG-x-y scheme, using one y value is not su cient to handle the diversity of queries. This problem is demonstrated by running a simulation on the third query mix which consists of the two kinds of random references mentioned above (Query Type II and query Type V). Figure 10( The second weakness of MG-x-y is its inability to adjust to changes in query mixes. Figure 10 shows the result of running a simulation that consists of two stages. In the rst stage, the query mix (i.e. mix 4) consists of random references only. As shown in Figure 10(a) , the best result of MG-x-y (i.e. MG-50-18 in this case) performs comparably to the adaptable algorithms. But when the second stage comes and the query mix changes from mix 4 to mix 3, MG-50-18 cannot adapt to the changes, as illustrated by Figure 10(b) . In contrast, the adaptable algorithms adjust appropriately. Figure 11 shows how the instantaneous throughputs of DBMIN, MG-50-18 and TP-o uctuate before and after switching the mixes. The instantaneous throughput values are obtained by calculating the average throughputs within 10-second windows. The thin line in each graph plots the uctuation of the instantaneous throughputs, and the solid line represents the (overall) average throughput of the mix. indicates the moment of switching mixes. The gure indicates that, at the time of switching, the instantaneous throughputs of DBMIN uctuate greatly, eventually tapering o to a lower average throughput. For MG-50-18, the uctuation after switching the mixes is greater than before. As for TP-o and other adaptable schemes, since they are designed to be sensitive to the characteristics of queries currently running in the system, uctuation is expected.
Summary
Our simulation results show that the MG-x-y algorithms are e ective in allocating exibly to queries. Compared with DBMIN, MG-x-y algorithms give higher throughput, higher bu er utilization and lower waiting time for queries. The increase in performance is even higher when data sharing is allowed.
Our simulation results also indicate that adaptable allocation algorithms are more e ective and more exible than DBMIN, with or without data sharing. decisions based on the characteristics of queries, the runtime availability of bu ers, and the dynamic workload. When compared with the MG-x-y algorithms, they are more adaptable to changes, while behaving as exibly as the MG-x-y schemes. Moreover, no sensitivity analysis is needed for the adaptable methods.
The advantages of the adaptable schemes listed above seem to indicate that the adaptable algorithms should be used in all situations. The only concern is the amount of time they take to make load control decisions. Table 8 lists the average time a query took in load control and the average response time of a query, running query mix 2 with 4 concurrent queries (cf. Figure 8 ). These gures are obtained by running our simulation package in a UNIX environment in a DEC-2100 workstation. It is easy to see that the MG-x-y algorithms take much less time to execute than the adaptable ones. Thus, in situations where query mixes are not expected to change too often, and where sensitivity analysis can be performed inexpensively to nd good values for the x and y parameters, it is bene cial to use the MG-x-y algorithms instead of the adaptable ones. In any other case, the adaptable algorithms are more desirable. Even though the computation of these algorithms take much longer time than the static ones, the extra time is worthwhile. After all, 3 milliseconds (i.e. for the worst case EDU-2) can be more than o set by saving one disk read, and 3 milliseconds constitute less than 1% of the total response time of a query.
As for the two predictors TP and EDU, both of them perform quite well. While EDU is probably more accurate for a single disk system, TP is more extendible to multi-disk systems, and is slightly easier to compute (cf. Table 8 ). As for the allocation policies, the winners are the 2-Pass approach and the optimistic one. The pessimistic approach generally give poor results. The 2-Pass approach on the other hand performs well in most situations, with the exception of heavy workloads consisting primarily of random references. In this case, the 2-Pass policy degenerates to the pessimistic one, because there is normally no bu ers left over to be distributed in the second pass. Another practical disadvantage of the 2-Pass policy is that it cannot activate queries instantaneously because queries admitted in the rst pass may have to wait for the second pass for additional bu ers. Thus, it is slower than the algorithms that only require one pass. Finally, the optimistic allocation policy performs very well in most situations. In addition, the optimistic policy is simple, easy to implement and, unlike the 2-Pass approach, is capable of making instantaneous decisions.
Conclusions
The principal contributions reported in this paper are summarized in the following list.
1. We have proposed and studied exible bu er allocation.
It is a uni ed approach for bu er allocation in which both the access patterns of queries and the availability of bu ers at runtime are taken into consideration. This is achieved through the notion of marginal gains which give an e ective quanti cation on how bu ers can be used e ciently. The MG-x-y allocation algorithms are designed to achieve high total marginal gains and maximize bu er utilization. Generalizing DBMIN which is the same as MG-100-1, they can allocate bu ers more exibly. Simulation results show that exible bu er allocation is e ective and promising, and the MG-x-y algorithms give higher throughput, higher bu er utilization and lower waiting time for queries than DBMIN.
2. We have proposed and studied adaptable bu er allocation.
Extending the exible bu er allocation approach, it incorporates runtime information in bu er allocation. Based on a simple, but accurate single-class queueing model, it predicts the impact of each bu er allocation decision. Two performance predictors { TP and EDU { are proposed. In general, a waiting query is only activated if its activation does not degrade the performance of the system, as estimated by the predictors. In addition, three di erent allocation policies are studied: optimistic, pessimistic and 2-pass. Combined with the two predictors, six di erent adaptable bu er allocation algorithms are considered. Simulation results indicate that the adaptable algorithms are more e ective and exible than DBMIN. When compared with the exible algorithms MG-x-y, the adaptable ones are capable of adapting to changing workloads, while performing as exibly as MG-x-y. Though more costly to compute, the extra time is well paid o . Finally, simulation results show that both performance predictors TP and EDU perform equally well, and that the optimistic and 2-pass allocation policies are e ective. Taking implementation complexity into account, TP-o seems to be the best choice.
3. We have set up mathematical models to analyze relational database references. These models provide formulas to compute marginal gains and the performance predictions based on TP and EDU.
In ongoing research, we are investigating how to extend our predictors to systems with multiple disks, and how to set up analytic models for references with data sharing. We are also studying whether the exible and predictor approach can be incorporated into the framework proposed by Cornell and Yu 5] , in order to improve the quality of query plans generated by a query optimizer. Finally, we are interested in deriving formulas for computing marginal gains of more complex queries like sort-merge joins.
